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Abstract

Modeling Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) remains a challenge due to their interconnected networks of heterogeneous embedded systems that operate in a physical environment. In this paper, we introduce a new modeling approach that relies on SysML, OCL, and Reo to capture the different aspects of CPS, including requirements, architecture, and interaction protocols. The novelty of our approach relies in the combination of SysML and Reo to handle the complexity of CPS architecture and protocols, in the design step by proceeding incrementally. Furthermore, we define OCL constraints to specify rules to be respected to model consistently CPS.
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1 Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are a couple of computational systems (Cyber) with sensors and actuators (Physical), executing in varying spatial and temporal contexts while exhibiting diverse behaviors across runs. The relationship between the logical components and the physical ones is very complex. Therefore, many obstacles arise through their combination. To address these problems, a design methodology is needed on the one hand in a modeling language for modeling and analyzing all CPS facets and on the other hand in an appropriate tool to verify and simulate the modeled system.

The System Modeling Language (SysML), aims to support systems that exhibit hybrid phenomena, such as CPSs, by combining the continuous phenomena of physical systems with the discrete phenomena of software systems. SysML has many advantages in modeling a system’s architecture, behavior, and requirements. However, CPS are usually developed by assembling components incrementally, which leads to complex behavior of the final system. SysML is limited to correctly specifying such behaviors, hence the need to use a powerful coordination language, to specify compositionally complex interactions between CPS components.

Reo [1], is a powerful coordination language that captures the foundations of the system. Reo helps the CPS designer to formally specify how, when, and under what conditions data can flow from a component’s input to output ports. It makes it simple to design and analyze the dynamics of scalable systems, as well as to automatically validate conformance and ensure interoperability, which can be used
to overcome the limitations of SysML in modeling CPSs. In addition, Reo has a
graphical notation, which allows us to use it to enrich SysML models.

To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of a comprehensive work on
CPS modelization that combines SysML and Reo together. Most of previous works
in [2, 4, 3] either focus on SysML or on Reo but never on both. SysML alone models
the architecture and internal communication flow of components. Reo alone models
the interaction protocols of the components. Meanwhile, the combination
of SysML and Reo offers detailed and precise internal communication of compo-
nents by modeling their architectures and protocols.

In this paper, we introduce a new incremental design methodology approach
"SysReo", that combines SysML, OCL, and Reo for modeling CPS in the design
step. We first define SysReo Meta-models allowing, on one hand, to define the
extended SysML Block Definition Diagram (ExtBDD) to specify CPS hierarchical
structure, on the other hand, to define Reo Internal Block Diagram (Reo IBD)
by combining SysML and Reo notations to model interconnection between CPS
components and their exogenous protocols. ExtBDD and Reo IBD allow to model
CPS architecture and to capture their complex protocols. Then, we define OCL
constraints on SysReo models to ensure the consistency of SysReo models be-
tween successive levels of modeling, in the context of our incremental modeling
approach. The main purpose of our incremental model-based design methodology
is to tackle CPSs design challenges and to express their interactions explicitly.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed modeling
approach of SysReo models. Section 3 concludes the paper and presents the future
works.

2 Modeling approach based on SysML/OCL/Reo

In this section, we present our model-based design methodology. First, we show
the steps to follow to design incrementally CPS with SysML, OCL, and Reo. Then
we define the meta-models that were exploited in the first step.

**Approach steps:** We present our modeling approach as shown in Figure 1. First,
the modeler starts by specifying a requirement diagram (RD) to analyze and orga-
nize CPS requirements. The second phase is dedicated to specify CPS architecture,
where the modeler defines the system’s components as blocks using ExtBDD (dis-
cussed below). Then, in the third phase, the modeler uses an incremental approach
starting from an abstract specification of the global internal system, described by
Reo IBD. The latter is built gradually by selecting the appropriate components
in such a way that their composition respects the constraints defined in the ab-
tract specification. The fourth phase is dedicated to link requirement diagram to
ExtBDD and Reo IBD. Finally, the modeler uses our OCL rules on ExtBDD and
Reo IBD to precise and to detail the abstract diagrams, and to ensure the consis-
tency of SysReo models.

**SysReo meta-models:** Figure 2 represents the meta-models of SysReo. The latter
are described below.

*ExtBDD:* Figure 2A represents the meta-model of ExtBDD that is used to model
the system’s overall architecture. It is based on the block definition diagram, which
provides an abstract representation of components and their connections. A block
contains proxy ports and internal operations. Each proxy port is linked to an in-
put/output interface block that contains provided (input) or required (output) ser-
vice of a component. Operations that are defined in a block can be translated into
functions which represent the behavioral aspect of the system.
**Figure 1:** Modeling approach overview.

**Figure 2:** Architecture modeling approach of SysReo.

**Reo IBD:** Figure 2B captures the meta-model of Reo IBD that is based on ExtBDD to assemble the parts that compose the main block. It aims to model the second part of CPS architecture: connection between parts, specified as exogenous Reo protocols. Reo IBD is composed of Parts and Ports, where each part models a CPS component. The parts are "black-box" components composed of proxy ports. Proxy ports are used to exchange data between internal parts. The parts communicate with each other using one or many Reo connectors. These Reo connectors can be basic channels (sync, FIFO, syncDrain...) or routing components (replicator, merger, router...). Table 1 represents some constraints on ExtBDD and Reo IBD. For example, the first OCL in Table 1 is used to show that all the operations in a block must exist in the set of operations of its sub-blocks. The second one is
used to precise that a Part (component) has at least one offered and one required services in the system (input/output), therefore the number of its ports should be at least "2".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SysReo</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ExtBDD | All operations of a Block must exist in the set of operations of its subblocks | context Block inv:
self.pp.int.operations->
forall (p:operations
implies p in self.
subblock.pp.int.operations) |
| Reo    | Each Part must have at least two Ports (input, output)                      | context Part inv :
Part.Ports -> size() ≥ 2                                           |

3 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we first introduce a novel approach, "SysReo", which is a composition of SysML, OCL, and Reo to enable faithful modeling of a CPS. Then, we used OCL to precise constraints on SysReo models. Therefore, from the Reo level, the modeler can easily construct (possible) large scalable CPS. With SysML, the modeler can describe, on a single model, different aspects of a CPS and analyze the behavior, structure, and requirements of the components. As future works, we plan to: (1) Consider more SysML diagrams to enrich our methodology (parametric diagrams, sequence diagrams...). (2) Define formal semantics of SysReo models to verify formally OCL constraints and to verify safety properties on CPS. (3) Illustrate our work on the case study of the Communication-Based Train Control (CBTC) system to prove the feasibility of our approach.
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